Changed my mind about banner advertisements on websites

The standard thinking is that your website is to sell your product so there should be nothing to distract the customers; links should be hidden away.
Banners on your frontpage would mean people would click and hence leave your site and never come back. 

Then I saw a business with it's frontpage full of ads and I realised far from detracting they were using prestige ads to increase their own credibility. Now I think about it I can understand people who came to your site by accident  not coming back to the website, but surely those who came with a purpose will usually come back.

I guess it all about branding. People know brands and if you can associate your brand with a prestige one it gets you credibility.

US Brands : TGI Fridays, Wallmart, BNP Paribas, Trump, Hopkins

Panama : Cruise, Bird tower, Machatazo, Waterpark, casino, Golf, IPAT, National Parks  

So I associate with Sean Connery, Einstein, Leonardo, etc 

So I realise that ads aren't just about making money, but do 3 other things :  brighten up a site, add  prestige and help inform the customer .
 
Earning money -
And a small site gets about 10 new visitors a day. most advertising isn't really going to generate much sales and therefore much commission. 
And anyway profitable ads for us mean the customer is being ripped off. It's better to ask the advertisers to give a discount to our customers   rather than expect a profit. 

Instead of thinking about the most profitable  ads focus on those that help the customer ie best price for flights.
So I thought more targeted ads e.g. Spanish study books, flights to panama. Then you can make a deal with the seller directly.

You know what does your typical customer buy  ? Flight, visa extension, guidebook, dictionary, electronic dictionary, while here  : Restaurants, Panama souvenirs 
things you can buy cheap here 
Prescription drugs, operations
Official Spanish Certificate
Special tours like : Contedora game fishing, golf 
After further books 
After they decide to stay - apartments, cars 

we don't want to advertise crap or rip-off just cos we get a commission, complementary yes , To get commission .so how about this we have a shop page with some offers for hotels etc half hidden away on the site, but after they buy the thankyou page is this shop page ? 
then they could buy their guidebooks, flights, dictionary's, souvenirs etc. 
What the hell we can have their presciption meds ready when the arrive. 
You could have done that .,then full of your own ads for HP, Carmen's realty and Anitas

Our store
Textbooks we have a wide variety we think it's best that we match you up with textbooks when you arrive. If you really want to do some preparation  before you arrive SP recommends Q or W.
 
Not convinced
Hey before you leave our website.
What would we say to people who decided not to come ? 1.We like to give you a big discount, but SP  prides itself on professional quality Spanish Programs and taking good care of our staff.
 
Not ready to come to come to Panama then maybe do this
There is no substitute for real situation experience, but  If you really can't afford the time or money for classes you might want to consider X learn online or T study pack.
 
Could make own study packs to sell ?
 
Are cash tips for teachers  appropriate ? Ok pay $300 now and if you like the class give $150 or so extra to the teacher
 
 
SP RECOMMENDS
The people listed are not here cos they pay us a commission, but because they have proved to provide good service too us and our students. We’d rather people give you a discount rather than us a commission.
 
Now you could ask for a discount, but when you think about it if a  guy gives a good service isn't he entitled to make some money ?



(So even the most effective ad is only going to generate one extra (ie they weren't going to buy before) sale per 1000 views. In fact take an ad for a Toyota one ad only contributes to a sale   If the product costs $100 of which 10% is used for marketing cost we get $10 divided by 1000, which makes 1c per view. In each day a small site might get 10 new customers ie 3650 customers. Generating $36 a year, that's not big money.)
................................. 
Ethics  


people talk about Google making a lot of money from ads, but it doesn't really, to pay for ads the ads must generate more extra sales. Most of us never click and even if we do we don't buy.  
Google ads only pay a fraction of a cent per click. So you have to be a hell of a popular site with attractive ads before you get enough clicks to make money.
And a small site gets about 10 new visitors a day. 

So advertising revenue is never going to be huge. 
Super big ticket items like $100K apartments might generate $1000 per sale so if they have 1 sale per 1000 views that might be $3650/year on a small site that gets 10 new visitors a day. (of course it depends you might only get 1 sale per 10,000 or 100,000 
Views.
You'd cut out the middle men by dealing with companies direct and have focused ads 

............................

 


